
Silent Surrender, Exegesis
Mass media manipulation
A dead mind stimulation
Through the static feed is the way we all prefer to bleed
News coverage at 5
Genocide bombings and suicide dive
Exploit the suffered
Hate the wicked
Ignore the hypocrite
Fall for some stupid shit
The lies that fry our mind
We get our fix from the controller
Television junkie
Don't you see I am the tv?
And all your life belongs to me
Lived the life of another for too many years
Seasons give you reasons to sit your ass down
And not see another light of day
You have no textual evidence
You exploit us, every chance you get
You are now the static decay
You prevent children from their play
Misinformed ejaculation
Rising lack of education
The family sits around while the anchor dumbs them down
No opinions, reasons
No more reason to contemplate
Exploit the suffered
Hate the wicked
Ignore the hypocrite
Fall for things they spit
The lies that fry our mind
We get our fix from the controller
Television junkie
Don't you see I am the tv?
And all your life belongs to me
Lived the life of another for too many years
Seasons give you reasons to sit your ass down
And not see another light of day
You have no textual evidence
You exploit us, every chance you get
You are now the static decay
You prevent children from their play
EXEGESIS
It's time to start formulating your own opinions, think for yourself, no longer are you a minion, to that box, that holds you slave to your cave, static resolution, residue drips from your mind, you are weak, and you are blind, you are deaf, and you are dumb, desensitized and numb, waste away, as you drift away, from the truth at bay.
Close your eyes, and open your ears, no longer will you be force fed to fear, the anchor doesn't hold you down, float away, get away from the state of mind you've grown up in, in cathode tubes of sin, that causes you to drop pen, let it free let your mind go go go.
I have no solution
I want no solution
I need no solution
Tonight you break free.
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